
Year 3: Week 6 – Explorers   

The week 6 theme is exploring the oceans; this will be the theme for the next few weeks, as we look 

deeper (excuse the pun) at one of Earth’s last great unexplored areas. With our planet’s surface 

being nearly 75% water, what better time than to learn a little more about the mysteries of the 

deep?   

If you have any issues accessing the content, or would like some guidance with the activities, please 

email closure@greattotham.essex.sch.uk and one of the team will respond as soon as possible.    

Maths   

The focus this week is calculation using all four operations.  You can access the library on My Maths 

and find some further guidance to help you. On the left of the page is the library section – click  

‘Number’ to find ‘Addition and subtraction’ and then ‘Multiplication and division’ (scroll down to the 

Year 3 lessons). There is also some homework set with this focus, with the associated lessons for 

guidance if you’d like to utilise this option.  

  

Activity 1   Place Value methods    

Activity 2   Addition and Subtraction   

Activity 3   Multiplication and Division activity 1    

Activity 4   Multiplication and Division activity 2   

  

Don’t forget those times tables, a simple google search will find you a number of excellent websites.    

English   

  

Reading Comprehension   Underwater explorers (Three levels of challenge: 1-3 star. 3 being 

the most challenging and 1 star being least.)   

Writing 1   Explanation text deep sea animals   

Writing 2   Writing opportunities   

Spelling/grammar   Homophones   

  

Reading daily is a lovely thing to do with your children too. Share a book, talk about it, explore it and 

most importantly, enjoy it! It will sure help build key English skills too.   

Foundation Subjects   

With the theme being exploring the oceans, it is probably best that the children know the location of 

the oceans. This activity will help the children identify where they are located and also gives a quick 

reminder of the continents. There are two levels of challenge: one provides the names the other 

doesn’t, the choice is yours!    



Why not create an underwater scene with this step by step pictorial guide. At the end there are 

other tutorials (they require the internet) so you can go wild and create your own version with other 

animals.    

The oceans are obviously water so why not see what happens with this water experiment – you will 

find the results quite fascinating! Use the sheet to fill in your findings and complete the 

investigation.   

Don’t forget to keep you fit and stay healthy (both in body and mind). Exercise is vital for mental and 

physical health). Mr Quilter is using his road bike, socially distanced in his conservatory. What 

exercise are you able to do? Joe Wicks videos? Fit in 5? Try to do a little bit of exercise every day.   

Other Resources    

There continues to be a vast array of online resources accessible for children learning at home. Some 

of the core aspects to this home learning offer are cited below – please also look at the ‘What’s on’ 

section of the website for links to other websites and what’s being offered via social media. These 

are signposts only and parents need to make their own assessments about what is appropriate for 

their child.    

 

   

Use the click through 
links from the home 
pages to find the year 

group and   
subject of choice.   

https://www.thenational.academy/   

 Use the click through links 
from the home pages to find 
the year group and subject of 
choice.   

   

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/dailylessons   
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